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Abstract — The article presents selected concepts, models and theories of safety known from research and applications in various areas of technology and suitable for use in the field of transport. In particular, attention was paid to cognitively promising in the field of transport safety, and relatively little used research concepts here: Normal Accident Theory (NAT) Ch.Perrow, “Swiss cheese model” /Sch-M/ by J. Reason, concepts of ”safe space of action” by J. Rasmussen and R. Amalberti, the concept of High Reliability Organizations /HRO/, or even interpretations of the transport system as a complex system (CS).

The main aim of the article was to present some important general safety concepts and show that they can be used to model safety in the field of transport. The article shows that the so-called Geysen’s thesis allows for the development of justified safety analogies between transport systems and such systems of technology that have greater scientific and engineering achievements in the field of safety.
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INTRODUCTION

Safety is a multispective category, but it is always accompanied by the concepts of loss and risk. Safety is a characteristic of a system (technical object, process, decision-making situation) expressed by its ability to avoid loss. The term loss refers to various undesirable events of the type: disruption, incident, accident, disaster. Terms associated with the concept of loss, but in the aspect of technical reliability, are: malfunction, imperfection, failure, damage. Risk is associated with terms of threat and a sense of threat that are related to the perception of risk.

The differences in interpretation of the safety of the facility are due to the type of losses considered. For many researchers, the concept of safety refers to the losses of each element of the system "Human factor-Technology-Environment" (HF-T-E). According to others, only losses of life and health of the human factor in the process of task realization should be included in the definition of facility safety. Economic, ecological, and any other losses can be included in safety analyses when they affect the reduction of human life expectancy.

Here are three of the many interpretations of safety in technology (valid in transportation as well):

1. Safety, is a risk-adverse concept; thus, an object is more safe when it generates less risk of loss [1].
2. The safety of a HF-T-E system is its ability to accomplish its purpose (task) without loss of human life or health [2]. This definition is limited to cases where the system is operated in accordance with regulations. It is not suitable where - in real systems (transport) - regulations, procedures, instructions are not respected, or are broken?
3. Safety is an emergent feature of a system, understood as its ability to:
   a) maintain important system properties, such as integrity, stability, self-stability, competitiveness;
   b) provide important system behaviors, such as adaptation, homeostasis, growth, learning, equifinality, intentionality.

Another group of terms associated with the concept of safety are the events that make up the accident chain. Here are some definitions [3].
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1. **Dangerous event**: an event that has the potential to cause harm.
2. **Disturbance (disruption)**: an unwanted, unexpected and time-limited event (interrupted operation) within a specific technical system.
3. **Incident**: Unexpected, time-limited event within a defined technical system in which the possibility of an exposure to a hazard cannot be excluded.
4. **Accident**: an unexpected, time-limited event involving risk to health, disability, or damage to objects. An accident - like near-accidents and unsafe behaviors - is one symptom of failure of the system in which accidents occur.

A specific level of safety is achieved through safety management - which is accomplished through cyclical risk management processes. Safety management is management by objectives, i.e. management with a systemic character. It is a process presented as a chain of activities in which each cycle is an improvement (control) of the previous state. This "circularity of action" to improve safety is an implication of the "four purposes strategy":

1. danger elimination,
2. danger control,
3. accident prevention,
4. accident cost minimization.

This safety management model requires a system approach. Safety management requires a safety strategy, which defines the principles of the management style and is close to a safety policy.

1. **SOME COMMENTS ON SAFETY MODELING**

   It is difficult to map the most important relationship in safety research: "cause → accident" or the "symptom of danger → an accident" relationship, which is essential for diagnosis. It is also difficult to quantify the risk resulting from these relationships, as well as to determine the prognosis and genesis of accidents. This is primarily because hazardous events are the product of different hazard mechanisms. It is also a very difficult problem to model the hypothetical frequency (sometimes the regularity is more important) of occurrence of hazardous events. The most commonly used measure is probability and its statistical evaluations. In the case of risk assessment in the decision-making process it is reasonable to base on the personalistic concept of probability.

   Accidents are repetitive events. They have their causes. It is therefore important to predict and genesis these events.

   Phenomenological models created for isolated classes of systems and potentially hazardous phenomena will be applied in modeling threat mechanisms. Decision-making models (including optimization models) are appropriate for risk studies and safety control in medium and large scale engineering systems. Predictive models should find application in forecasting accident numbers and in studying accident trends. Normative models would have applications in work safety management and the design of "safe" manufacturing systems, transportation systems, and operating systems.

   The nature of safety issues is such that in their modeling correlation models are more applicable than causal models. Correlation models created on the basis of observed or hypothetical correlations between phenomena or features of the system under study can be used as predictive models of safety. In this case, making "correlation hypotheses" is as much a matter of knowledge of the phenomenon as intuition of the researcher.

   In modeling and researching transportation safety, one can use broad analogies and parallels to research concepts that have arisen in various areas of technology. Here is a synthetic presentation of selected security concepts and theories that can be postulated for use in transportation safety modeling and research [3-4].

2. **THEORIES OF THE CHAIN OF EVENTS**

   Chain of events theories were built to explain the causes and processes of industrial accidents. The earliest were developed in the 1930s; these were attempts to build theoretical models of accident causality, among which chain of events theory explained accidents through a "sequence of events" [5-6].

   Much inspiration came from the domino theory proposed in 1931 by H. W. Heinrich, [7-8]. It was the first scientific concept for modeling accidents in industry (Fig. 1).

   Other researchers L.F. Bird and E. Adams developed more complete domino theories. According to them, the most important accident generating factors are those related to management. Later, other theories of accident genesis were developed: the theory of multilinear sequences of events, the theory of gradual genesis and the chain of extensional events, and several others. The above concepts were merged by the theory of accident causality based on the lack of management [9].
The analysis of industrial accidents made it possible to formulate axioms that can provide directions for the study of transport accidents; we will write them in the interpretation of the transport system, i.e. a system with the syntax: HF - human factor (driver, passenger, pedestrian); MT (means of transport), TI (transport infrastructure), CE (closer environment - affecting traffic processes, traffic control processes, initial-final processes). Here are the axioms:
1. Components of the HF-MT-TI-CE system are the main causes of accident occurrence.
2. An accident occurs when a threat in the system reaches a critical value.
3. An accident usually has multiple causes that are not necessarily correlated with each other.
4. More causes of an accident are less likely to occur.
5. An accident is usually preceded by events called precursor, omen.
6. Every accident is the result of "out of control" management.
7. The primary way to prevent accidents is to improve management in HF-MT-TI-CE systems.
8. The best safety improvement comes from early prevention.

A common thesis can be applied to these principles: accidents are the result of "safety management system weaknesses." The key to effective management is the ability to define and locate these weaknesses [10].

3. COINCIDENCE OF INDEPENDENT RISK FACTORS AND ACCIDENTS

The concept is based on the following hypothesis: the spatial-temporal concurrence of certain independent events must lead to an accident; thus, an accident is the result of the "superposition" of independent factors (events).

In the safety literature, we find various connotations of this hypothesis, and a frequently used term is coincidence. There is no good theory to explain the role of coincidence as a source of accident occurrence. Related theories are: H. Hepburn's "branching event chain theory" or Andriesen's multi-causality hypothesis. Usually the sequence of events leading up to an accident is as follows:

coincidence → incident → conflict → near accident → accident

If the hypothesis that each accident is the final event of a certain sequence of events were true - then there are opportunities to develop preventive activities. Hence, in theories of this type such concepts have appeared as, for example: "chain accident", which causes subsequent accidents; "crossover accidents" (crossing of several activities in one place and time); "telescope accident", where disorder and accident occur almost at the same moment. Note that perhaps except for "telescope accidents," the other types of accidents occur in traffic.

Basic mechanisms of defence against accidents originating from coincidence of events require prediction of development scenarios and control of potentially colliding factors. Depending on the nature of the considered system it is a control of: colliding streams of vehicles (transport), interfering with each other streams of information (communications), colliding technological operations (production organization).
4. JAMES REASON'S THEORY, HIDDEN HAZARDS AND ACTIVE ERRORS AS THE CAUSATIONS OF ACCIDENTS

In the process of transportation management there are specific “gaps” and “excesses” of management, which are symptoms of counter-effectiveness of this process. Improving the effectiveness of transport management and, in particular, transport accident risk management requires the development of a methodology for identifying such management gaps and excesses [10]. In particular, management gaps can be interpreted as hidden necessary conditions for the occurrence of accidents in complex systems; also in transportation. Criteria for identifying management gaps can be looked for in the theory of J. Reason [11-12].

The primary tool for studying management gaps would be the J. Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model (SChM), which is part of a broader concept of modeling risk management of so-called “organizational accidents” that arise in complex systems [12]. One of the theses of SChM can be formulated as follows: accidents are the effects of gaps in the management of a given system. In this model, the key factors are the so-called safety layers (“slices of cheese”) with variously located “holes”, i.e. gaps of two kinds: 1). Active faults; 2). Hidden conditions (so-called resident pathogens). Reason believed that these gaps were the main causes of accidents.

Active errors - are incorrect behaviors and actions of the human factor in the system, as well as errors: omission, execution, procedural and misconduct. On the other hand, hidden (latent) threats are errors from the system design stage or errors in the implementation of management procedures. The main idea of SChM is this: when there is an overlap between a hidden threat with an active error - a gap is created, which is a necessary condition for an accident to occur.

In any real system, including transportation, safety layers are created, which are material (control systems, safety zones, etc.) or immaterial (regulations, standards, procedures). In order for a transportation accident to occur, gaps must appear simultaneously on each safety layer and create an abstract time-space sequence through which the accident trajectory will "pass".

Applying the SChM to the interpretation of traffic accidents, the following interpretation can be given: a traffic accident is the result of the overlap in time and point of the road network of dangerous driver actions, road management problems, faulty traffic supervision and so-called hidden conditions (holes in the “Swiss cheese”) (Fig. 2).
In a complex system, active errors are consequences, not causes - they are forced by various combinations of hidden conditions. Hence the conclusion that safety prevention in such a system should minimize the hidden conditions that are there. This leads to the seemingly paradoxical conclusion that the reduction of potential human errors in a transportation system is not the most important aspect of safety prevention. More important are actions to improve those characteristics of the complex (transport) system that increase the probability of active errors. The point is that resident pathogens should be removed from the system as early as possible. This requires the use of methods of proactive system management, which mandates the minimization of errors at the level of system design. In the case of transport systems - this includes the detection and elimination of errors occurring already at the stage of creating legislation for transport managers (administration) [10].

5. Defence in Depth (also known as Deep Defence)

Deep Defence Strategy consists in designing in the considered object (system, process) a chain of physical, technical, procedural and organizational protection that significantly improves its safety, [17]. Multiple safety barriers mean that a break in any of them is detected at the local safety level of the system and triggers the defense mechanisms of the system. The individual safety links of a system are usually presented as follows [15-16]:
1. process equipment: safe technologies and procedures that control the process;
2. safety systems: activate defensive actions when disturbances occur;
3. safety barriers: they stop (slow down) the accident chain;
4. safety zones: limit the consequences of an accident.

The DDS strategy is so universal that it can be used to develop a variety of multi-level work process safety systems (initial-final, traffic, control) in any transportation system. It can therefore form the basis for the design and construction of a transportation safety management system.


Determined chaos theory deals, among other things, with time series that describe the patterns of appearance of certain types of accidents. These time series can be described using the concept of fractal dimension, and systems fall into determined chaos states, generating accidents in a "structural" manner [17]. Some technical systems generate undesirable effects through the accumulation of initially small errors. It turns out that traffic is a chaotic system, that is, very sensitive to small changes in initial conditions; in this case, the so-called "butterfly effect" works [18]. In busy traffic, the butterfly effect may arise, for example, as a result of incorrect driver behavior at some point in the road network, which after some time causes traffic congestion at another point in the road network. Mathematical and simulation models of the occurrence of transport congestion in this type of transport conditions have been built for several years. The concept of determined chaos has been used for some time to model and predict traffic accidents in road traffic taking place in dense road-street networks [19-20].

7. Mental Models of Safety

These models were developed using so-called "mind mapping techniques" [21]. These techniques were used to identify the main components affecting production safety:
1. Style of management;
2. Perception of management;
3. Work;
4. Home;
5. Personal responsibility;
6. Safety management strategies;
7. Views on safety and production.

Subsequently, 40 "safety components" were identified. Six of the basic components of the "mental safety map" were shown to have both increasing and decreasing safety features. It turns out that the only component containing only safety-enhancing elements was management style.

Safety mental models are a useful tool for educating and promoting a culture of safety [22-23]. However, there is an open question: can the concept of mental models of safety be applied to identify the main causes of transport accidents and to transport safety education?

8. Dialectical Networking Thinking

One systems approach called Dialectical Networking Thinking, (DNT) is well known in management and education (including safety) [24-25]. The DNT concept has been successfully used in management on Slovenian railroads [26]. According to Muley the author of DNT - the sense of systems thinking provides the best implementation of human
actions. A systems approach to a problem includes “inseparably” and “non-exclusively” all components and all relations between them. In practice, this is impossible, but it can provide an ideal pattern of action, against which it is always necessary to decide what "level of systemicity" is sufficient in a particular case.

A systems approach to management in general, and therefore also to transport safety management, depends among other things on the quantity and quality of information, as this determines the level of wrong decisions, which in turn influences the size of risks [3]. In management, many decisions are made on the basis of routine, normative analysis and intuition. Normative analyses concern executive levels (here intuition plays a small role), intuitive analyses concern upper (executive, management) levels of management, where there is a lot of intuition in decisions - hence an important problem is the selection of managers. According to Tavcar, the "best" decisions at high (strategic) levels of management are based on: intuition (80%), problem analysis (16%), and routine (4%). At the executive levels of the management system they are respectively [27]: intuition (2%), problem analysis (35), routine (36%), undefined (27%). Research shows that intuition backed by knowledge and routine is particularly useful in crisis situations [28].

9. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS AS COMPLEX SYSTEMS

If we consider any type of transportation over a large area and over a long period of time, it can be interpreted as Complex Systems (CS). The definition of such systems is relevant here [29]: A complex system is a system in which the development is highly dependent on initial conditions or small disturbances, in which the number of independent interacting elements is large, or in which there are many possible paths for the development of that system.

In large transportation systems, there are both known forms of complexity [30]:
1. chaotic complexity;
2. organized complexity.

The first is derived from a very large number of elements (infrastructure elements, means of transport, human factors involved in the implementation and participation in transport). The second is derived from the "matter" of the system - in this case the work processes in transport systems; mainly the traffic processes. Safety depends on the strength of the functional links present in such systems. There are always loose coupling and tight coupling. The first are characteristic for decentralized and the second - for centralized (hierarchical) management structure. This leads to a paradoxical situation described by C. Perrow: "the system (organization) should have both the features of centralization and decentralization" [31].

Large transportation systems, are complex systems, as they have the following characteristics [4], [10]:
1. have difficult to define boundaries; these are ultimately determined by the purpose and scope of the research (e.g., they may be determined by the ability to observe system performance);
2. are open systems, according to the approach of cybernetics;
3. are systems with memory, for they are dynamic systems;
4. are "nested" /embedded/ systems, i.e. their subsystems are themselves also complex systems; we are talking about subsystems of motion, control, initial-final (load) processes;
5. can "produce" emergence phenomena (emergence of new features);
6. interactions between elements of these systems are non-linear, which means that initially small transport incidents may cause large effects;
7. there are feedback loops in the interactions between elements, meaning that there are both negative and positive (reinforcing) feedbacks.

Transportation systems also meet other criteria of complex systems:
8. are inherently hazardous /intrinsically hazardous systems/;
9. contain mixtures of "hidden failures" (e.g. faulty design conditions, are necessary conditions for accidents in the system);
10. the human experience in such systems is constantly changing;
11. changes generate new forms of failure;
12. safety is a system characteristic, not an individual component characteristic.

In transportation systems, there are a huge number of interactions between elements of the transportation infrastructure, the means of transportation, and the actions of the human agent. The products of these interactions are sometimes hardly predictable behaviors of system elements, especially human behavior in the spheres of decision-making and action. The final products are transport accidents and congestion - the main negative effects of transport NET [3].
10. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS VS. HIGH RELIABILITY ORGANIZATIONS

In 1984, a group of researchers at the University of California, Berkeley initiated research on complex systems, which were given the name High Reliability Organizations, (HRO) [32-34]. The point is that there are systems that have highly hazardous technologies as an integral part of them, and yet serious accidents hardly happen there. These are systems where mistakes and failures can have catastrophic consequences for people and the environment. We are talking about nuclear power, chemical industry, management systems in passenger aviation, maritime industry. Thus, HROs are systems in which disasters are avoided and where so-called "normal accidents" are expected (concept introduced by C. Perrow) due to many risk factors and complexity of such system.

How can an HRO be most simply defined? According to K. Roberts, it can be done by answering the following question: how many times could such an organization fail without causing catastrophic consequences? If the answer is: tens of thousands of times, then we are dealing with an HRO [32]. The key term "fail" here refers to errors and malfunctions that can happen in such a system, and yet, there will be no big consequences.

One may ask: are large transport systems - which are after all complex systems - also HRO systems? Can safety management in road transport systems then be carried out using the philosophy and methodology applied in High Reliability Organizations? The answer is the following: large transport systems can be sometimes exemplifications of HRO systems; it is mainly about the functioning of transport in the conditions of crisis management, as well as the transport of dangerous goods. In general, however, road transport could not be classified as an HRO system for two fundamental reasons:

1. the potential consequences of single road transport incidents are almost never catastrophic; of course, the extent of losses is catastrophic when road accidents are considered over longer periods of time
2. road accidents are statistically frequent events.

11. NORMAL ACCIDENT THEORY. SYSTEM ACCIDENTS

The central thesis of Charles Perrow's Normal Accident Theory (NAT) is [35]: Accidents in complex organizations (...) are unavoidable. This is also exactly how road accidents must be understood on a global scale: they are unavoidable. Therefore, there is only one rational strategy left for improving road safety - eliminating fatal and serious accidents. This, of course, has been known for years (for example, the Swedish program "Vision Zero" - referring to fatal accidents with pedestrians in urban traffic). But it was stated decades ago by the creator of NAT, only that in a more general perspective.

What Perrow referred to as normal accidents or ordinary accidents, he also called, and others later called: systemic accidents or organizational accidents. According to [36] these are: unexpected interactions with multiple failures (failures) in a complex system. Perrow's rather pessimistic thesis about the unavoidability of accidents in complex systems has an alternative; supporters of the "high reliability point of view" argue that good design, and effective management in such systems can significantly reduce the probability of accidents [30], [34].

Perrow also analyzed risk in complex systems. It is the result of possible interactions between factors and elements of complex socio-technical systems. According to Perrow, whether a system can be considered simple or complex - depends on the number and type of interactions in these systems. Simple systems are those in which simple interactions prevail - that is, predictable - such as in a set of dominoes. Systems are complex if complex interactions predominate - that is, unpredictable interactions that come from an accumulation of factors or aspects that, taken separately - appear to be free of risk. The emergence of complex interactions initiates unpredictable system behavior that develops so rapidly that the system operator no longer understands the situation created, making it irreversible and leading to a system accident. It is this aspect of safety that Ch. Perrow emphasizes when he says that "accidents in a complex system are unavoidable." System accidents are the cumulative effects of so-called common-mode failures that form in a system due to unknown feedbacks between system components.

A wide definition of a systemic accident is given in the work [35]: "(...) it is no longer just the result of an unfortunate combination of passive and hidden negligence with active and direct defects, no longer just the result of a specific combination of human errors and material defects. The accident is (...) rooted in the history of the organization: a series of decisions or lack of decisions; the
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The attention has started to be paid to the risk aspects of accidents due to complexity and the presence of strong interactions in such systems. The frequency of system accidents depends on many aspects of a complex system, but most importantly it depends on:
- interactive complexity;
- tight couplings between interactions in the system.

This second characteristic makes the system highly interdependent, that is, a change of one part of the system can quickly affect the state of other parts and the whole system.

It should be mentioned that Perrow’s theory has contributed to a change of philosophy in the design and exploitation of complex systems, as well as in the study of safety and reliability of such systems. The attention has started to be paid to the risk aspects of accidents due to complexity and the presence of strong interactions in such systems [44].

A research postulate can be made here to verify the working hypothesis on the frequency of systemic accidents in road transport, i.e. to investigate whether it depends on interactive complexity and strong linkages in large road transport systems as well as in integrated transport systems. Great relevance would be given to possible “transport interpretations” of systemic accidents, known from other areas of technology [36-38].

For a large road transportation system to meet the “strong linkages” criterion, it would need to have the following characteristics [35]:
- most work processes are time-dependent, i.e., the functioning of the system cannot be stopped while waiting for corrective interactions to occur;
- specific and unchanging sequences prevail, such that event A always leads to event B;
- the system is inflexible, i.e., it is planned in such a way that there is only one way to achieve the final goal;
- the system has a small room for manoeuvre, i.e. the quantities processed must be in planned quantities, the system’s resources cannot be replaced by others, quick (ad hoc, temporary) changes to the system’s tools are not possible.

It seems that only the first criterion can be met by any road transport system. In contrast, a dangerous goods transport system would mostly meet these criteria [39].

**Perrow’s Paradox.** Risk in many modern engineering systems depends on the strength of the functional links present in such systems. There are always loose ties and strong ties. The first are characteristic for decentralized and the second for centralized (hierarchical) management structure. This leads to a paradox - because a well-functioning system (organization) should have both the characteristics of centralization and decentralization [36]. It turns out that centralized control is necessary during normal operation, while the ability to improvise is necessary in critical situations. It is therefore imperative that such systems have the ability to switch from a strict hierarchy to the decentralized, rapid structure needed in critical situations - something that can be used in building a transportation safety management system.

12. Safe space of action

J. Rasmussen introduced the concept of “safe action space” which he defined through risk analysis at the design stage of a specific real system [39]. The safe action space is contained between three boundary lines (Fig. 3):
1. boundary of unacceptable work load;
2. boundary of economic failure;
3. boundary of safety regulations.

R. Amalberti used the results of J. Rasmussen’s research and described the concept of „the paradoxes of almost totally safe transportation systems” [40], (Fig. 4).

In practice, every system strives to achieve greater efficiency and increase the benefits of individual people working in such a system. As a result of such an aspiration - a new safety space goes beyond the limits defined in the initial (design) space. This new safety space is characterized by smaller margins of incident and accident risk and an increase in violations of regulations and standards.

A safety trap is created in that continued simple strategies to defeat violations by setting more and more rules result in increased reluctance and ambiguity to report incidents in the system, which reduces the quality of risk monitoring and which ultimately increases the risk of accidents. Amalberti calls this effect the paradoxes of almost totally safe transportation systems and applies it primarily to the overall transportation system. The safe space of action concept may prove useful for analyzing the limits of transportation safety.
Fig. 3. Boundaries of safe operation [41]

Fig. 4. The trap of over regulation. Safe space of action [42]
13. SAFETY VERSUS SYSTEM PRODUCTIVITY. "2P" DILEMMA OF SYSTEM MANAGEMENT: PRODUCTION VERSUS PROTECTION

An issue from the same thematic area is one of the important management dilemmas, i.e. the "two P's dilemma", so called in the English literature [43]. It is about maintaining a balance between production $P$ and safety in the sense of protection $P$. The decisive influence on such a management balance is the policy of resource allocation. Simplifying somewhat: if too much attention and resources are devoted to the production sphere, the risk of accidents in the system increases; conversely, shifting the emphasis of management towards the safety of the system can lead to bankruptcy in the economic sense. Between these extremes is an area called "safety space". It defines a certain "balance area" that must be known and respected in system (organization) management. The main way to solve the above dilemma is risk management, which is sometimes referred to by the synonym "risk balancing". It is a management that has two risks in mind: the risk of bankruptcy and the risk of catastrophe.

"Production" can be interpreted differently, hence the "two P's dilemma" model can be implemented in various real systems. This aspect can also be found in transport systems in general and in road transport in particular. Each transport system can be described summarily in terms of two "effect-products":
1. transport performance;
2. transport safety (Fig. 5).

Contractual areas $A_s$, $A_p$ correspond - in the context of risk management - to risk levels known for example from the ALARP criterion, (As Low As Reasonably Practicable).

- $A_s$ - level of unacceptable risk, i.e. such, where the individual risk of death (as a result of exposure to hazards in a particular transport system) is unacceptable; in principle it is the level of $10^{-4}$ [1/year];

- $A_p$ - low transportation performance is matched by (costly to maintain) low transportation risks; generally this level of individual risk of death starts at a value of $10^{-6}$ [1/year].

Managing such "products" in transportation systems is difficult because it requires making compromise decisions. Hence the dilemma: what is more important in road traffic? Is the efficiency of road networks and the fluidity of traffic streams, resulting in less time loss and resulting lower transport costs? Or the absolutely preferred safety of road users? Traffic safety may be a constraint on traffic system efficiency when considering short-term (operational) traffic management horizons. In contrast, it may be one of the management objectives in the strategic management vision.

14. GEYSEN’S THEORY. KUHLMAN’S SCHEME FOR SAFETY RESEARCH

One form of discipline integration is clustering, when some single idea becomes the axis of interest for several disciplines. This idea may be a phenomenon, a problem, a geographical area, others. Specialists from different disciplines study a common topic from the perspective of their own disciplines. This is how a "tied discipline" is formed.

Fig. 5. A transportation interpretation of the „two P’s dilemma“ and safety space
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An example of "tying" are area studies, in which the problems of a certain geographical area are studied. It seems that such a knotty idea might be "transportation safety". A thesis can be formulated: "transportation safety" is a nodal idea that binds the studies of different branches of transportation. This is interdisciplinary research, without establishing any general paradigm" [43].

FOUR LEVELS OF SAFETY PROBLEMS

W. Geysen stated the following thesis: "(...) safety problems in different fields are very often of the same nature and can be formalized in the same way. This has given rise to what is now called safety science"[44]. This simple yet deep insight allows for the use of valid analogies, theories, and safety models to study transportation safety problems. In seeking legitimate analogies, researchers must keep in the mind the specifics of transportation, and road transportation in particular.

Safety of any facility can be considered on 4 levels [44]:
1. "Safety philosophy": establishing safety and loss criteria.
2. Ways and methods that can be useful for improving safety.
3. "Safety technology": techniques to improve safety.
4. "Safety policy": compilation of knowledge and practice of levels 1, 2, 3.

KUHLMANN’S SCHEME OF SAFETY RESEARCH

Kuhlmann's scheme of safety research. In his definition of safety research objectives A. Kuhlman says [45]: "The main task of safety analysis should be the systematic study of the relationships between accidents, their consequences, causes and the probability of their occurrence. On the basis of this knowledge - as a second step, as it were - effective accident prevention methods must be found".

Kuhlman's definition gives rise to several key questions that are also legitimate in transportation safety research:
1. What events should be considered significant?
2. Which events can be avoided by changes in the management structure?
3. What events cannot be completely excluded and with what frequency should they be expected to occur?
4. What type and extent of effects will these events have on people, technology, and the environment now and in the future, and what precautions should be taken?

From these key questions arise research directions such as:
- risk valuation according to the principle: how safe is safe enough?
- developing methods for forecasting and hazard monitoring techniques;
- development of accident genesis methods;
- development of protection and rescue systems.

CONCLUSIONS

The article shows some concepts, models and theories of safety known from research and applications in various fields of technology and suitable for use in the field of transport. One cannot aim at minimizing the risk of transport accidents in isolation from the related: the risk of growth in transport congestion and the risk of environmental degradation.

These risks are always associated with efforts to increase transportation efficiency, which depends on effective transportation management in the context of achieving three transportation objectives:
1. Ensuring high transportation workload.
2. Ensuring minimum nuisance to the environment.
3. Ensuring the maximum level of safety.

Effective management of transport safety is possible when it is management by objectives, a kind of systematic management. A well-known principle of such management is that safety management relating directly to the size of the acceptable risk is most often referred to as risk management. In line with what has been written above, this principle should be extended and specified as follows: transport safety management relating to the magnitude of the jointly acceptable transport accident risk, environmental risk and the risk of increasing transport congestion - is referred to as overall (systemic) transport risk management, [3].

The main thesis that is the basis of the transport risk management methodology can be formulated as follows [4]: The principals and general methodology of risk management are the same for transportation as for other areas of technical human activity. Hence, the transportation risk management process has the same phases and is described with similar terminology as for other industries. What is specific to transportation is contained in the entire subject "superstructure" of the risk management process.

The older methodology of road safety management, but with an extension to any mode of transport, used a media shorthand called the "3E principle" (Education - Engineering- Enforcement). Later, the fourth E (Encouragement) was added,
and for some time now, the fifth E (Evaluation) has been written about. Thus, the new 5E paradigm is a fact, as are the extended criteria of transport safety methodology.

There are many major challenges facing transportation safety research. One of them is the need to explore and strengthen synergies between subjects responsible for the level of transport safety. This involves balancing active transport policy and spatial planning due to the fact that there are strong links in this area, for example the relationship between mobility and spatial planning investments.

An important and difficult problem is the integration of risk management methods in all modes of transport and at their “interface”. Many solutions have been obtained by trial and error. But a methodological framework and a universal standard for integrated transport safety management are needed. Of course, there are important differences in safety management between transport modes. Basically, they relate to the great dissimilarity of road transport from the other transport modes. It therefore seems that the future belongs to the "1+3" concept of an integrated transport safety system.
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